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ABSTRACT

We derive re la t iv i s t i c equations for two-fermion systems from quantum
field theory taking into account the form factors of the par t ic les . When

2
the q dependence of the form factors is disregarded, we obtain,in^the s ta t ic

approximation,the two-fermion equations with Coulomb and anomalous magnetic
moment interactions. Separating the angular variables, we finally at tain
a sixteen—component re la t iv i s t i c radial equation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In relativi3tic physics the problem of defining a meaningful

Schr'odinger-type equation for two interacting particles is a

non-trivial matter. In fact, a realistic analogieof the Dirac equation

to describe the two-body problem so far does not exist. In the

framework of quantum field theory the work on the two-body problem is

based on two major approaches: i) three-dimensional one-tine

formulation originating in the classical papers of Pook and. Podolsky/

in which the Coulomb law is derived froia the basic equations of

quantum electrodynamics; ii) four-dimenaional formulation originating
2)

in the many-time formalism of Dirac, Pook and Fodolsky/ in which an

individual time variable is ascribed to eaoh particle.

Long ago Breit ' proposed an equation for two fermiona to

describe the magnetic dipole—dipole interactions between the electrons

in helium- About twenty years later the manifestly covariant four—

dimensional approach - the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation '- was

formulated on the basis of the propagator theory of Feynman with

quantum electrodynamics fully taken into account. Since then the BS

equation has received permanent attention and the properties of the

two-fermion systems have been investigated, but except for the

strong-coupling bound state where the total bound state mass is zero,

no satisfactory treatment exists for this system. J However,in

application to the two-body quantum, eleotrodynamic bound systems,

where rather precise comparisons with experiments are made, and

in other applications, the BS equation has been found remarkably

awkward to work with. The trouble comes from the unphyaical variable

of relative time (or its conjugate variable, the relative energy)

which is involved in the equation. It gives rise to redundant unphyaioal

solutiona as exhibited in the Wiek-Cutkosky model.™'^ Besides this,

even the ladder approximated BS equation, which ia suost commonly used

in practical calculations,does not lead to a relativiatic (Dirac or

Klein-Gordon) equation in an external field when the mass of one of
12)

the particles tends to infinity.

Consequently, to give a physical' interpretation of the

two-body wave function {or amplitude) several one—time equations were

also formulated. The one-time version of the quaaipotential approach

of Logunov and Tavkhelidze ' was developed and applied to various
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aspects of the two-body problem in quantum field theory by Faustov,

Todorov and others. ' Krblikowski and Rzewuski 'developed •> one-time

formulation for the relativistic two-body problem. Recently Fartovi '

derived a two-time covariant, functional differential equation for

the two—body system which, in the centre-of-nias3 frame, reduces

to a single-time 3chr6dinger-type equation. Suura 4ias also proposed

an equal-time two-body equation.

To incorporate the electromagnetic structure of the particles,

19")
the form factors were taken into account by many authors. Zemach

was the first to indicate the possibility of using tbe form factors

in calculating corrections related to the proton structure. The two-body

systems mostly considered were the electron-proton systems. Eence the

bases for the inclusion of form factors were: first, the proton is

not a point Dirac particle like the electron, and second, the anomalous

magnetic moment of the proton, which is presumably due to its pion

cloud, makes it necessary to include a Pauli interaction. However,

when one wants to study the two-fermion systems in general, using

the two—body equations,it is essential to include the form faotors of

both particles.

Bearing in mind the above shortcomings in approaching a

realistic two-body problem, we shall derive from quantum field theory

relativistio equations for two-fermion systems taking into account

the form factors of the particles. The plan of the paper is as^ follows.

In Sec. 2 we develop the relativi3tic equations for the two-body
20)

problem basend on Giinther's 'study of the Dirac, Pock and Podolsky

(DFP) theory.^In Sec. 3 we study the interesting case of Coulomb
2l)

and anomalous magnetic moment interactions and reduce the equations

to the Hamiltonian form ir. the static approximation. In Sec. 4- we

separate the angular variables in the centre-of-mass system and obtain

the relativistie radial equation for the two-fermion systems. Finally,

in Sec. 5 ^he discussions and conclusions are outlined.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

Starting from the DFP equations

where

k.̂ lA k-\,2 ; natural units "fc = C = 1

rGiin-ther has shown that if the points X, and 5^ lie on a spaoelike

surface <r the two-fermion wave function Cp(*,,Y,\ possesses the

following definition;

(2.2)

where U^ , U m satisfy the single particle free Dirac equation and

^£c~3 is the state vector of the Tomonaga-Schwinger theory, while

the summation is carried over the one—particle states 11 and -n\ .

Consequently he proved that the wave function Cpfa^-x^jciw he expressed

in the form + s O + = o

1'/,,.

(2.3)

where

stand for the "argument exchange operators" defined by

while r|_'-'_J denotes the chronological products, which are taken

with respect to the integration variables X , , x." . Ths function

S k (.•"» -" ) satisfies the equation

whereas Xl"*»**) satisfies the free-field equations
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(2.6).

By the method of elimination of virtual processes of the

radiation field, (Kinther derived from the above equations the

relativisrtio wave equations for two-fermion bound state systems, in

the lowest order approximation, in the following form;

(2.8)

where now ̂ (*!,*»} corresponds to the bound-state wave function and

the points X,, x^ lie on a space-like surface S" .

If we apply the [$*\ ^ or (̂ "'-V -xi'1) operator to

Eqs. (2.T) or (2.8),respectively, we obtain the famous B3 equation

in the ladder approximation,

. (2.9)

To take into account the form factors of the particles we

start by making the usual replacement V

(2.10)

in the DPP Eqs. (2.1)- The vertex function \^ is given lay

where a is the anomalous magnetic moment of the k fermion;

cS\ and f f,>\ are the Dirac and Pauli form factors, respectively, and
•hi ?• M J '

-5-

If we let

(2.12)

then from (2.11)

Sw
where

(2.H)

Proceeding similarly to Ounther'a devslopment of the

bound-atate Eq.s. (2-7) and (2.8), we arrive »t the relativiatio

wave equations with form factors of both. fermiona fully taken into

account in the following form J;

y (2-15)

.(2.16)

We can see from theae equations that in the cas« of point-

interaction whenf,^- 1 and P J M = 0, the vertex function (2.13)

becomes, uaing (2.12),

and integrating over % we re-obtain Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8).

However, it ia to he noticed that Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) ar«

quite general for a given analytic form of ^ and f̂ _ . A detailed

study will,hopefully Toe reported elsewhere.
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3. ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT INTERACTIONS

Since it is believed that the anomalous magnetic moment

interactions might play a more fundamental role in the bound state

of two-fermion systems,"* we shall study our system of equations (2.15)and

(2.16) for this interesting oase.

When the "j -dependence of the form factors S~ and f is

disregarded we have

= 1
so that (2.12) becomes

(3.1)

(3.2)

and consequently the vertei function 1 reduces to

Substituting (3.3) in (£.15) and (2.16) for kc » 1, 2 and

integrating over ^ we obtain the following two equations for

anomalous magnetic moment interactions:

0.5)

where

(3.6)

and the points f̂i, 1^_ lie on aapace-like surface <T . Since we are

concerned only with the lowest order approximation in the bound state

problem3,we use the following property of the _> —function for the

free evolution15'24)-"

(3.7)

which transforms Eqs. (3.h) and (3.5) into

(38)

(3"9)

Since the wave function "pi*,,-*,) in (3.8) and (3.9) correspond*

to one space-like surface <5~ , it possesses a statistical interpretation

and consequently these equations contain only one surface C or, in

the case of plane surfaces t - constant, only one value of the time vari-

able t or, finally, in the case of parametrization, only one value

of the parameter T . We shall now reduoe these equations to the

Hamiltonian form, taking into account their one-time nature. Using the

properties of the functions S, (**"*) and Cv(1V"lc) w e evaluate

the right-hand sides of these equations and obtain in the static

approximation ( t - t J the one-time equations

.r
It It"

H
(3.10)
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where

and

C3.ll)

[3.12)

Adding the two equations (3.10) and (3.11) we obtain the two-fermion

equation in the Hamiltonian form given by

(3-13)

where

The following tiro limiting oases of Eq. (3-13) are

particularly interesting:

i) In the absence of magnetic interactions, the anomalous magnetic:

moments n = a =-C and Eq, (3.13) reduces to the form

Which is the famous Breit equation (in -time-dependent form) with

a part of the retardation effect taken into account due to the presence

of the operator | (compare with Eq. (lit) of Ref. 17,whsre the

retardation effect is totally absent though the original equations

derived from field theory are one-time equation*). An equation of the

form (3.14) was solved recently "for Coulomb bound states with j = 0

in an implicit way after applying the weak potential approximation.

-9-

They obtained the Somiserfeli fine-structure formula in the one-body

approximation.
ID

 ll'

ii) If one of the masses (say YH ) tends to infinity, 102-.^-$ Q and

•f ""t-~^" "^l") may be dropped in Eq . (3.14). We further set ?t = 0

(i.e. the particle of mass wC at the origin) and Eq. (3-14)

beoomes

(3.15)

We have thus obtained the infinite-proton-aaas limit for the

hydrogen atom. In the BS treatment, the derivation of the above limit

(i.e. YM'/VI}*'-* 0 ) requires the consideration of an infinite number of

irreducible diagrams. The BS equation in the ladder approximation,

which is mc3t commonly used in practical calculations, does not lead

to the Dirac equation in an external field when the mass of one of the

particles tends to infinity. In contrast to the rather complicated

procedures of the.other methods, we have obtained the above limits

(i.e. the Dirac and Breit equations) in a natural and straightforward

manner.

4. SEPARATION OP ANGULAH VARIABLES

To separate the angular variables so aa to obtain a

relativiatic radial equation for the two-fermion system,we shall

first pass to the centre-of-mass system of coordinates. The absolute

and relative coordinates of the centre-of-maas are respectively

defined by

where the arbitrary constant CJ. is chosen to be

Performing a Fourier transformation in the time variable t and

passing to the centre-of-»asa of the two-particle system, Eq.. (3.13)

is reduced to the following form:

-10-



the total system of equations becomes

(4-1)

A remarkable property of this equation is that when one of

the masses tends to infinity, it reduces to the Barut-Kraus equation,

which was recently studied to describe highly massive very narrow

resonance states at small distances due to anomalous magnetic moment

interactions.

We now proceed to separate the angular variables from (4-1).

The invariance of Eq. (4.1) with respect to rotations in three-

dimensional space guarantees the conservation of total angular momentum

"3" of the system, and consequently its commutability with the

operator (acting on ^ l~< ) ) appearing in (4.l).tfe consider three

commuting operators, ~$l "J3 and the operator in (4.1). The full

system of equations now consists of (4.1) and the two equations

The total angular momentum components Jj are expressed in

terms of orbital momentum components (H; and spin components S - as

while

and

being a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3.

Under the unitary transformation71'

U = e e (4.4)

(l+.T)

funotion U"^ (̂  ) is assumed to have the formThe unlcnown

Prom (4.5) and (4-6) we obtain, respectively,

and

(4.9)

Due to rotational invariance, the result of the separation of

angular variables cannot depend on Cp and, therefore, for no Cp

dependence,(4-10) becomes

which posaesaea the form of the Legendre differential equation,whose

eigenfunctions are the spinorial spherical harmonics 1

-11- -12-
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and

ia an idempotent operator.

Having thus obtained the solution of the angular problem

( Eqs. C+.5) and (4.6}) we may now proceed to the separation of

angular variables from Eq.. (4-7)- Using the property of the

unitary operator \A we obtain the following results:

-V

whera

For no cp dependence

t.13)

(it.15)

4-16)

which i» just the legendre operator appearing in (4-H)- We also obtain

-13-

The following oommutation relations are also valid:

.Y+tT, 2,'] =o
Furthermore,

Substituting the above results in Eq. (4-7) and "pulling ~Z.i

through" the entire equation to the left-hand side and using the

normalization condition

JLO Z- (4.17)

we finally obtain the relativiatio radial equation for a. two-fermion

system with anomalous magnetic momenta of both the particles taken

into account in the following form:

(4.18)

This equation ia a sixteen—component spinof equation which oan be



reduced further due to the existence of normal divisors, which splits

the equation into leaser dimensional ones. This work will be reported

elsewhere.

5. DISCUSSIONS AMD CONCLUSIONS

i) In comparison with the conventional BS formalism, our system

of Egs. (3.8) and (3.9) are more suitable for treatment,as the

integrations over the whole space-tine have been replaced l>y integrations

over space-like surfaces. In this way we have a clear-cut physical

interpretation of the two-particle wave function, contrary to the rather

widespread belief that such an interpretation is hard to achieve,

frequently mentioned in the literature aa one of the shortcomings of

the BS formalism. Moreover, we consider only first-order differential

equations rather than the BS equation whicb is a complicated second-

order differential equation even in the ladder approximation,

ii) The inclusion of form factors has led us to obtain in a straight-

forward manner relativistic equations for investigating the electromagnetic

struoture of two interacting fermions. For a given analytic form of

the form factors these equations Can be applied to probe the

electromagnetic structure at short distances. Work in this direction

is in progress.

iii) When the \ -dependence of the form factors is disregarded,we

obtain,in the static approximation,relativistio two-fermion equations

with anomalous magnetic moment interactions. In contrast to the rather

complicated procedures of the other methods,we have obtained the Dirao

and Breit equations as limiting oases in a natural and straightforward

manner. The importance of anomalous magnetic) moment interactions at

short distances was recently pointed out by Harut and Kraua * using the

single-partiole theory of the Dirao equation. However, for such

experimentally accessible bound state systems as the poaitror.iua,one

must treat the two particles on an equal footing to construct a

realistic model. Our two-body equation is, therefore, a, first atep

in this direction and its physical applications are being investigated,

iv) Due to the one-time nature of our equations, we are able to

separate the angular variables with the help of a unitary transformation

and obtain a. relativistic radial equation for two-fermion systems with

Coulomb and anomalous magnetic moment interactions.

-15-

v) The form of the radial Eq. (4.18) essentially depends on

the spins of the considered system. This is evident from the presence

of the angular momentum quantum number j. In another paper we shall

3hcw that for J ̂= Q the sixteen-component radial equation can be

reduced to two 8 X 8 matrix equations, whereas for j « 0 to four

4 X 4 matrix equations. Thia reduction arises due to the existence of

normal divisors.
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